
Students create a bead project (zipper pull) in which the 
beads represent stages of the butterfly’s life cycle. The life 
cycle lesson is reinforced with an age- appropriate video 
featuring a butterfly as the narrator as she describes her 
life from egg to adult.
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On a paper plate, student use pasta and other materials to make a 
three-dimensional composition depicting the life cycle of a butterfly.

S2L1B

The Butterfly Story  

Pasta Life Cycle Model  

Second Grade – Butterflies

Focus turns from life cycle to the importance of butterflies in the ecosystem and an 
explanation of the unique structure and adaptations of butterflies. vThe concept of symmetry 
is introduced. Students construct a butterfly using paper, pipe cleaners and a party blower.
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Butterfly Model

McDuffie Environmental 
Education Center

students for a hands-on outdoor experience. Lessons address the dimensions of  the Georgia 
Standards of Excellence in this diverse biologically rich area with activities available for PreK 

with stimulating, outdoor learning experiences about the ecology of our wildlife, water, soils, 
and forests and the stewardship of these important natural resources.

recommended that dates be booked well in advance in order to secure desired dates. 
Fees: $5 per student

Disabilities based on information provided when reservations are made.

For questions and further information contact us at 
706-449-7521 or Kimberly.Clements@dnr.ga.gov



Following a brief orientation, the instructor leads students through a mature longleaf pine 
forest habitat where students practice observation, inquiry, data collection, classification 
and counting skills as they search for hidden plastic “critters” in the foliage along the trail. 
Students’ math skills are used as they record their count (data) on a tally sheet. Tallies are 
done using the animal classifications of insect, arachnid, reptile/amphibian, or bird based on 
each critters’ characteristics. Students are encouraged to ask questions about the seasonally-
changing habitat and draw conclusions based on their observations.

MGSE1, NBT.1, MGSE1, NBT2, MGSE1, MD.4, PE2.3, P2.5

Longleaf Pine Trail 

When monarch migration allows, the MEEC will supply eggs, caterpillars and adult butterflies for 
observation with hand lenses. The butterfly garden will be the outdoor classroom for observation 
of butterfly activity and a discussion of their needs and importance within the eco-system.

S2L1a,  S2L1e 

Butterfly observation (Seasonal)

Students rotate through centers and displays which emphasize wildlife characteristics and 
habitat. Students begin with a scavenger hunt for facts using the expository texts located 
in the display cases. Additional stations may include making leaf rubbings, creating animal 
tracks, identifying animal furs, using magnifying instruments, and using scales.

S2L1, ELAGSE2RI1, ELAGSE2RI2

Discovery Room  

Students participate in a game-style two-team activity. When it is his or her turn, a team-
member spins a wheel to determine how much a question is worth. To obtain the points 
for his side, the student answers the given question. Questions are based on the MEEC 
curriculum and include habitat features, wildlife adaptations, and identification of animal 

bring questions to life. Team work is encouraged as rules allow students to confer on 

Wheel of Nature 

(All levels. Questions are adapted to grade level.) 

McDuffie Environmental 
Education Center

For questions and further information contact us at 
706-449-7521 or Kimberly.Clements@dnr.ga.gov



McDuffie Environmental 
Education Center

Depending on fish production, a tour of the hatchery building may be available upon request. 
A Kids Fishing Event may also be arranged as part of the MEEC experience.

Customized sessions 

Following an orientation on how fish depend on their surroundings, reason for the hatchery, 
what humans need fish for, what the sport of fishing is and does for us and the safety and 
proper use of equipment the students will participate in the sport of angling. Students will 

hook, cast, reel and hopefully catch a fish. If fish are caught measurements will be taken and 

student place their fish’s measurements on a simple bar chart. Students will also learn to tally 
the number of fish caught.

HE2.2.a, HE2.5.d, HE2.5.f

fishing

For questions and further information contact us at 
706-449-7521 or Kimberly.Clements@dnr.ga.gov


